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FlipHTML5 Digital Publishing Suite For Mac Has Been Upgraded
Published on 05/22/14
FlipHTML5 Software Co., Ltd today announces the upgraded Mac version of Flip HTML5
software, allowing customers to make engaging and attractive digital content for tablet,
desktop, laptop or mobile devices of any kind. Create responsive CSS3, jQuery and HTML5
FlipBooks all in real-time without writing a single line of code. Publishers can create
custom layouts, optimize advertising and editorial content, distribute editions and
maximize the digital publishing workflow.
Hong Kong, China - FlipHTML5 Software Co., Ltd is proud to announce the upgraded Mac
version of Flip HTML5 software, which allows customers to make more engaging and
attractive digital content for tablet, desktop, laptop or mobile devices of any kind.
Customers will now get a richer experience and will be able to interact with their clients
using the Flip HTML5 Mac version.
Mac users are able to enjoy the same great features that Windows users benefit from, using
one of the various premium packages available. The specific requirements of both
businesses and individuals that use Mac can be now fully met.
Based on HTML4, CSS3 and jQuery, working with the Digital Publishing Suite is greatly
facilitated and the publication delivery is fast and easy. Publishers can create custom
layouts, optimize advertising and editorial content, distribute editions and maximize the
digital publishing workflow. They can even build new interactive levels to get in touch
with their clients and prospects.
More than 50,000 publishers have started using this unique software and are completely
satisfied with the results. FlipHTML5 Company now provides newcomers with the opportunity
to try it for free. People can choose a free plan that has limited features to see how it
works. Using this plan, customers will be able to make a book of maximum 50 pages, to use
custom background color and image and to share it on social networks. PDF conversion is
also included.
People, who would like to use more advanced levels of FlipHTML5 Digital Publishing Suite
For Mac, can choose between Pro, Gold, Platinum or Enterprise membership plan. Interested
business owners and publishers can visit FlipHTML5 online to find more information about
pricing and availability.
FlipHTML5 Digital Publishing Suite:
http://fliphtml5.com/
Top 3 jQuery HTML5 Flip Magazine Creator:
http://fliphtml5.com/top-3-free-jquery-html5-flip-magazine-creator-to-track-visit-statisitics.php
Download FlipHTML5:
http://fliphtml5.com/download/fliphtml5.zip
Purchase:
http://fliphtml5.com/fliphtml5-pricing.php
YouTube Video (Best Tools for Page Turning Effect eBook):
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BKnTC256RI0
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Headquartered in Hong Kong, FlipHTML5 Software Co., Ltd is a leading digital publishing
software provider in the world. The company has focused on the research and development of
E-publishing software for years and developed a series of outstanding software services
for the users all around the world. All Material and Software (C) Copyright 2014 FlipHTML5
Software Co., Ltd. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, Macintosh and Mac OS X are
registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks
and registered trademarks may be the property of their respective owners.
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